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Abstract Aerosol dispersion in the area surrounding an existing biological treatment facil-1

ity is investigated using large-eddy simulation, with the objective to investigate the applica-2

bility of computational fluid dynamics to complex real-life problems. The aerosol sources3

consist of two large aeration ponds that slowly diffuse aerosols into the atmosphere. These4

sources are modelled as dilute concentrations of a non-buoyant non-reacting pollutant dif-5

fusing from two horizontal surfaces. The time frame of the aerosol release is restricted to6

the order of minutes, justifying a statistically steady inlet boundary condition. The numer-7

ical results are compared to wind-tunnel experiments for validation. The wind-tunnel flow8

characteristics resemble neutral atmospheric conditions with a Reynolds number, based on9

the boundary-layer thickness, of Reδ ≈ 2 × 105. The numerical inflow conditions are based10

upon the wind-tunnel flow field. The predicted decay of both the mean and root-mean-square11

concentrations are in good agreement with experimental data; at 3 m from the ground, the12

plume mean concentration 200 m downwind of the source is approximately 2% of the source13

strength. The numerical data in the near-surface layer (0–50 m from the ground) correspond14

particularly well with the wind-tunnel data. Tentative deposition simulations suggest that15

there seems to be little difference in the deposition rates of large (1.8 × 10−5 m) and small16

(3 × 10−6 m) particles in the near-field under the flow conditions considered.17
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1 Introduction19

Borregaard Ind. Ltd., located in Sarpsborg, Norway, is the world’s leading supplier of wood-20

based chemicals, and waste water from their wood refinement plant is biologically treated21

according to environmental requirements legislated by the Norwegian Environmental Pro-22

tection Agency. Here we consider the continuous release of aerosols from such a biological23

treatment facility.24

The facility consists of two large open-air aeration ponds each containing about 30,000 m3
25

of liquid, each having a diameter of approximately 40 m. In order to promote optimal growth26

of microorganisms achieving efficient degradation of various organic substances, the pond27

temperature is maintained constant at about 37◦C. In addition, about 8.3 m3 s−1 of constant28

temperature air (≈20◦C) is circulated through each pond, giving rise to massive aerosol29

generation at the liquid surface. These aerosols, which potentially may contain microorgan-30

isms from the ponds, are emitted with low vertical velocity into the surroundings, and then31

transported and dispersed downwind by the wind field.32

Liquid samples taken directly from these aeration ponds (Blatny et al. 2008, 2011), and33

samples of aerosols collected immediately above the liquid surfaces (Olsen et al. 2010), have34

all revealed the presence of the microorganism Legionella spp. Blatny et al. (2008) proved35

that Legionella-containing aerosols could be dispersed from the aeration ponds and trans-36

ported at least 300 m downwind of the ponds. Epidemiological investigations in conjunction37

with outbreaks of Legionnaires disease among the population (Nguyen et al. 2006; Nygård38

et al. 2008) have even suggested that Legionella-containing aerosols may be transported up39

to 10 km from its source. The true source of Legionella-containing airborne aerosols that40

caused the largest outbreak of Legionnaires disease in Norway by inhalation has, however,41

not yet been unambiguously identified. During an outbreak in May, 2005, 10 people died and42

56 patient cases were documented (Nygård et al. 2008).43

The present study constitutes an integral part of a broader initiative to gain further insight44

into the dispersion and transport processes, and the microbiological characteristics, of aero-45

sols emitted from the aeration ponds at Borregaard Ind. Ltd., Norway (cf. Blatny et al. 2008,46

2011; Olsen et al. 2010). The aeration ponds considered in this study have been identified as47

two of several possible sources responsible for the outbreak in 2005.48

The Legionella outbreaks occurred over several days. During the 2005 outbreak, the49

meteorological data generally showed wind conditions corresponding to a Reynolds number,50

based on the boundary-layer thickness δ, of Reδ ∼ 108 and neutral to unstable conditions.51

The flow characteristics used herein were chosen such that the wind-tunnel experiments and52

computer simulations ensure that conditions are no more favourable to aerosol mixing than53

the actual meteorological conditions during the outbreak. This was achieved by considering54

isothermal conditions at a similar Reδ .55

There exists a plethora of modelling approaches to simulate aerosol dispersion. Simple56

computational models based on e.g. the Gaussian-puff approach (Sykes and Gabruk 1996)57

are frequently used to characterize contaminant dispersion in the atmospheric boundary layer.58

These should normally not be applied in microscale complex urban or industrial environments59

since the fine-scale geometrical features are of crucial importance.60

Fuelled by the need for «fast» urban dispersion models, a number of approaches to extrap-61

olate the use of the puff models to urban terrain have been proposed (e.g. Taylor and Salmon62

1993; Kaplan and Dinar 1996). Although progress has been made in recent years, there are63

still very large uncertainties associated with the use of these techniques in complex built-up64

terrain. Despite its computational cost, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is increasingly65

being used in urban dispersion applications. As pointed out by Lee et al. (2000), however,66
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Aerosol Dispersion in an Industrial Environment

the application of CFD in urban environments highlights a number of modelling issues that67

need to be addressed in order to warrant its use. Many CFD studies addressing dispersion in68

urban or industrial environments are based on the assumption that the flow field is statisti-69

cally steady. The steady-state Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach is thus70

frequently used, cf. e.g. Lien and Yee (2004), Coirier et al. (2005), Lien et al. (2006), Santiago71

et al. (2007).72

Lien et al. (2006) concluded that the standard linear eddy-viscosity k–ε model was perhaps73

the simplest complete turbulence model that could be used for urban flow predictions. They74

also noted, however, that while the mean velocity field can be quite well predicted using75

this approach, the turbulence kinetic energy seems in general to be under-predicted. It thus76

follows that also the mixing process caused by irregular velocity fluctuations may be poorly77

represented. Ad hoc modifications of the RANS model can be devised to improve the pre-78

dictions of the turbulence kinetic energy, cf. e.g. Wang et al. (2008), though the general79

applicability of these modifications to arbitrary complex building structures and variation in80

topography are questionable.81

As already alluded to, the application of CFD for dispersion and transport modelling in82

complex urban or industrial environments are confronted with many challenges. The effects83

on the flow field of the interaction between the blockage caused by building structures and84

the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) are crucially important and need to be accounted for85

in the computational model.86

From a modelling perspective, the dominating effects are, (i) kinematic blocking of veloc-87

ity components normal to solid surfaces, and (ii) non-local effects caused by pressure reflec-88

tions (cf. e.g. Durbin and Reif 2002). The latter dominates in the ABL where it greatly89

modifies the turbulence anisotropy and consequently also the dispersion process. Kinematic90

blocking dominates the local flow conditions in densely built-up areas with tall buildings and91

produces street canyon (channeling) effects, flow separation, and the subsequent generation92

of unsteady wakes.93

The mesoscale atmospheric events affecting the incoming ABL flow can, to a good approx-94

imation, be treated as statistically steady when considering releases of up to an hour. The95

dominating fluid dynamical processes within urban terrain are however essentially statisti-96

cally unsteady.97

There are three dominating sources of this flow unsteadiness: (i) instantaneous spatial and98

temporal variations of the energy containing large-scale motion of the incoming flow, (ii) the99

flow in the wake region downstream of buildings, and (iii) self-generated unsteadiness related100

to the emission itself. The ABL is characterized by a continuous range of spatial scales from101

a few tens of millimetres up to several hundreds of metres, with temporal scales varying102

from a fraction of a second up to a few tens of minutes. The large-scale time variation of103

building wakes can be up to an order of some minutes. These temporal effects are crucially104

important in cases where the source release time is in the order of, say, one hour or less,105

which is typically the case for accidental or intentional releases.106

In an effort to overcome the challenges associated with unsteady mixing, which is believed107

to play a crucial role in order to accurately predict contaminant transport, the present study108

adopts the large-eddy simulation (LES) approach that, at least conceptually, resolves the tem-109

poral and spatial variation of the large energetic scales in the turbulent boundary layer. The110

objective is to increase our understanding of the near-field transport (<500 m) of aerosols111

emitted from aeration ponds in general, and for those at Borregaard Ind. Ltd. specifically, that112

potentially carry microbiological material that may result in disease. The present study thus113

addresses a real-life scenario characterized by a considerable separation of spatial and tem-114

poral scales. The computational effort uses what is practically achievable with the available115
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computer resources. The simulation results are verified by data from recent wind-tunnel tests116

carried out at the Environmental Flow Research Laboratory (EnFlo) at the University of117

Surrey, Guildford, UK.118

The primary objectives are (i) to verify whether CFD is a suitable tool for inves-119

tigating near-field aerosol transport in the ABL, and if so (ii) to use CFD results to120

shed light on the role of aeration ponds during the largest outbreak of Legionella ever121

recorded in Norway. The conclusions drawn will be determined by how well the com-122

putational model predicts various aspects of the flow and concentration fields. As such,123

comments regarding the physical phenomena of the flow will also be included in the124

analysis of the results, as well as in the conclusions. In the present study these phe-125

nomena are discussed in the context of model verification, not as an independent topic.126

However, if a computational model is to be of any use in later investigations into the127

physics of aerosol dispersion, it is imperative that realistic physical phenomena emerges128

from the model. Hence, part of this paper also focuses on the dispersion features them-129

selves.130

2 Problem Characterization131

2.1 Geometry132

The full-scale dimensions of the computational domain (Lx × L y × L z) are approximately133

700×800×400 m3, where the global wind direction is in the y-direction and z is the vertical134

direction. The wind-tunnel model is of scale 1:300, i.e. approximately 2.3×2.7×1.3 m3, and135

these are also the actual dimensions used in the computer simulation model. Most buildings136

in the area belong to the industrial plant. The surrounding landscape consists of grasslands137

with a few trees, some sloping hills and a river, see Fig. 1. See also Sect. 2.3 for topographical138

details, and Sect. 3.1 for details of the computational mesh.139

Aerosols are released from the two aeration ponds marked in red (dark) in Fig. 1. The140

full-scale height of the ponds is approximately 12 m, with diameter around 42 m. As thermal141

effects are ignored and the source is considered dilute, no buoyancy or two-way coupling142

effects are likely to be present. In real life, the ponds contain water (≈37◦C), from which143

aerosols diffuse into the atmosphere with very small vertical velocity. It is assumed that144

the temperature difference between the pond and the surrounding air has an insignificant145

impact on the surrounding flow. The aerosols are considered small and their concentration146

sufficiently dilute that they do not influence the wind field.147

2.2 The Atmospheric Boundary Layer148

As previously stated, the current numerical simulation and wind-tunnel experiment are per-149

formed under neutral conditions, assuming constant temperature in the entire domain. Poten-150

tial humidity effects are also neglected. These conditions ensure at least as much mixing as151

the real-life conditions observed during the outbreaks, in particular the largest in 2005. It152

should be recalled that the meteorological conditions during the outbreak were neutral to153

unstable. The main motivation for using such conditions in the wind tunnel is to derive a154

conservative estimate for the maximum mean concentration of Legionella downstream of155

the source. The incoming wind field is created in the wind tunnel so as to imitate a real-life156

atmospheric field (cf. e.g. Robins et al. 2001) with a Reynolds number Reδ ≈ 2 × 105. In157
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Aerosol Dispersion in an Industrial Environment

Fig. 1 The computational mesh of the Borregaard Ind. Ltd. geometry. Full-scale dimensions (Lx × L y × Lz )

are approximately 700 × 800 × 400 m3. Cell sizes range from 0.5 to 7.5 m. The aeration ponds are marked in
red

the computer simulation, the incoming wind field is generated using wind-tunnel data (see158

Sect. 3.4.1).159

Exact data for the atmospheric conditions during the Leigionella outbreak in 2005 are not160

available. However, during the entire period of the outbreaks (about a week), the wind field161

was in the high Reynolds number range (Reδ ∼ 108), and the boundary layer was neutral162

or unstable. The Reynolds number in the wind tunnel is thus lower than that of the real-life163

atmospheric boundary layer, though the flow is still in the high Reynolds number range,164

in which scalar dispersion is relatively independent of the Reynolds number. As mentioned165

previously, in the context of the present study, an approach that ensures the same or greater166

mixing than the real case is more important than merely attempting to recreate or model167

real-life conditions exactly.168

For validation purposes the same conditions as in the wind tunnel must be used in the169

computer simulation. Once successfully verified, the computational approach may be used170

to conduct further studies in which e.g. the atmospheric conditions are altered, or different171

aerosol sizes are considered. This is, however, outside the scope of the present study.172

2.3 Topography173

The present topography differs significantly both from entirely unpopulated areas and densely174

populated cities. However, some conclusions drawn from this study will potentially have175

implications for similar problems with domains of comparable sizes. Indeed, the verifica-176

tion of simulation methodology obtained herein will in large part be valid also for different177

topographies. Note that the results themselves, though, cannot be translated to different178
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Table 1 Key features of the
topography, in full scale

Building count 45

Average building area 539.43 m2

Average building height 10.80 m

Standard deviation of building height 6.57 m

Building density for bounding box of buildings 1.76 × 10−4 bld m−2

Building density for entire domain 8.19 × 10−5 bld m−2

Minimum landscape elevation −3 m

Maximum landscape elevation 53 m

Average landscape elevation 21.9 m

Standard deviation of landscape elevation 17.6 m

topographies. A few basic features of the topography used in this study are nevertheless179

summarized in Table 1.180

3 Computational Modelling181

3.1 Mesh Generation182

A mesh consisting of 4.2 × 107 cells has been used to discretize the geometry, cf. Fig. 1.183

The height of the domain is the same as in the wind tunnel, but the computational domain184

is smaller than the wind-tunnel dimensions in the horizontal directions. Adequate space185

between the region of interest and the domain boundaries is ensured, following the directions186

of the COST Action 732 guidelines (cf. e.g. Franke et al. 2011).187

Comparisons with simulations on a coarser mesh1 suggested that the flow patterns glob-188

ally were reasonably unaffected by the grid. It should be noted that this case constitutes an189

approximation of a real-life scenario with significant scale separations. Grid independence190

is virtually impossible, but the assessment of the present grid suggests that is resolves the191

most dominant flow features. Reports of non-dimensional distance y+ = dyu∗/ν from the192

ground, where u∗ = (τw/ρ)1/2 is the friction velocity given in terms of density ρ and wall193

stress τw, dy is distance from the wall, and ν is kinematic viscosity, implied that the near-wall194

resolution was adequate (y+ < 50) for a built environment.195

The aerosol sources, i.e. the surfaces of the aeration ponds, each comprised more than196

13,000 cell faces, with a surrounding grid resolution of approximately 0.5 m.197

3.2 Turbulence Modelling198

The LES model, utilizing the dynamic Smagorinsky approach, has been used, as imple-

mented in the commercial software ANSYS Fluent 12.0 (Fluent 6.3 User’s Guide 2006). For

a Newtonian, incompressible flow, the filtered equations for conservation of momentum and

mass can be written as

∂Ui

∂t
+ U j

∂Ui

∂x j

= −
1

ρ

∂ P

∂xi

+ ν
∂2Ui

∂x j∂x j

−
∂τi j

∂x j

, (1)

∂Ui

∂xi

= 0, (2)

1 The overall cell density in the coarse mesh was only 14% of that in the fine mesh. However, near the ground,
the coarse mesh had a cell density of about 70% of the fine mesh.
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Aerosol Dispersion in an Industrial Environment

respectively, where Ui (x, t) and P(x, t) denote the filtered velocity component in the xi199

direction and the filtered pressure field, respectively, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. τi j =200

u′
i u

′
j − Ui U j is the residual stress, or subgrid-scale, tensor, which physically represents the201

impact of the unresolved velocity components on the computationally resolved velocity field.202

The present study utilizes the Smagorinsky model (cf. e.g. Kim 2004), given by203

τi j − 1
3τkkδi j = −2νt Si j , (3)204

where νt = L2
s |S| is the subgrid-scale turbulent viscosity. The length scale is Ls =205

min(κdy, CsV 1/3), where κ is the von Kármán constant, dy is the distance to the closest206

wall, and V is the volume of the computational cell. The Smagorinsky constant Cs is deter-207

mined dynamically and is computed based on the resolved scales of motion. The rate-of-strain208

tensor for the resolved scale is given by Si j = 1
2 (

∂Ui

∂x j
+

∂U j

∂xi
).209

3.3 Dispersion Modelling210

Two different dispersion modelling strategies have been adopted. Firstly, a scalar-transport211

model has been employed to simulate the plume evolutions. Secondly, a Lagrangian discrete-212

particle approach has been used to investigate particle ground deposition. Experimental data213

are used to validate the plume evolution up to distances of 500 m downwind of the aeration214

ponds (see Sect. 4), and representative aerosol sizes experimentally obtained from full-scale215

measurements (Blatny et al. 2011) are used in the Lagrangian approach.216

3.3.1 Scalar Transport217

The transport of passive scalars, such as the tracer gas used in the wind tunnel, is governed218

by the advection-diffusion equation219

∂c

∂t
+ Ui

∂c

∂xi

= ∇2(αcc +
νT
ScT

c), (4)220

where c = c(x, t) represent the scalar field and αc denotes the scalar molecular diffusivity,221

and the last term represents a model for subgrid-scale turbulent diffusion. In the present study,222

the subgrid-scale turbulent Schmidt number ScT is obtained through the dynamic procedure223

described in Germano et al. (1991).224

3.3.2 Particle Transport225

The discrete-particle transport model incorporates inertia and gravity effects inherently226

ignored in the scalar transport model. The displacement of a given particle follows from227

integrating the force balance on that particle, which can be written in a Lagrangian reference228

frame. For example, in the tangential direction xp of the particle trajectory, the force balance229

can be written as230

dup

dt
= FD(uxp − up) +

gxp(ρp − ρ)

ρp
+ Fxp , (5)231

where uxp and up are the fluid and particle velocities, respectively, in the xp direction. The232

former is obtained from the LES flow field. FD denotes the drag force in the xp direction233
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on the particle exerted by the wind field, ρ and ρp are the densities of the fluid and the par-234

ticle, respectively, and gxp is the gravitational acceleration in the xp direction. Fxp involves235

pressure-gradient and virtual-mass effects, i.e.236

Fxp =
1

2

ρ

ρp

d

dt
(uxp − up) +

(

ρ

ρp

)

up,i

∂uxp

∂xp,i

. (6)237

The drag force is modelled using a spherical drag law, i.e.238

FD =
18µ

ρpd2
p

CD Re

24
, (7)239

where dp is the diameter of the particle, and CD is the drag coefficient, in the present study240

given by CD = a1 +a2/Re +a3/Re2. The constants a1, a2 and a3 apply to smooth spherical241

particles over several spatial ranges given by Morsi and Alexander (1972). Also in the above,242

Re is the slip velocity Reynolds number, defined as Re ≡ ρdp|up − uxp |/µ.243

In its original form, integration of Eq. 5 only yields the particle velocity based on the244

resolved scales of motion. To account for the subgrid scales, a stochastic model is applied,245

through which a fluctuating velocity component is added to the fluid velocity used in Eq.246

5 at every timestep. The fluctuating velocity components are discrete piecewise constant247

functions of time, where their random value is kept constant over an interval of time given248

by the characteristic lifetime of the eddies, computed from the resolved field.249

In this study, thermophoretic forces, Brownian forces, and lift forces are assumed to be250

insignificant and are therefore neglected. Also, effects such as evaporation, agglomeration,251

and particle collisions are neglected. The particle release in this study can be considered252

dilute, making these simplifying assumptions approximately valid (Elgobashi 1994).253

3.4 Numerical Approach254

The pressure-based solver in Fluent is used. The second-order accurate bounded central-dif-255

ferencing scheme has been used for the momentum equations, while the pressure-velocity256

coupling is handled by the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (commonly257

known as the SIMPLE scheme). A second-order implicit Euler temporal scheme is used. The258

Lagrangian transport equations are integrated through a combination of a lower order implicit259

Euler scheme, which is unconditionally stable, and a higher-order semi-implicit trapezoidal260

scheme. An automated switch determines which scheme to use, depending on how far the261

particle is from hydrodynamic equilibrium.262

The temporal resolution, 
t , was estimated using the large-scale turbulent time scale, i.e.263

τ = L/U = 0.0146 s, where U is the mean inlet velocity at height L from the ground. The264

timestep was set to be 
t = τ . The turbulent length scale L , also used to determine eddy265

sizes at the inlet, is estimated as 2/3 of pond height, i.e. approximately 7.3 m (full scale), cf.266

Fig. 1.267

3.4.1 Boundary Conditions268

All vertical boundaries of the domain, except building walls, are set as pressure outlets, which269

allows for an unsteady flow evolution, and they allow particles to escape. No-slip conditions270

are used on solid surfaces, such as the ground, and walls and roofs of the buildings. The top271

surface of the computational domain is defined as a symmetry plane, with an escape con-272

dition for discrete particles. The top boundary is sufficiently far from the ground, such that273

any influence of the symmetry assumption is negligible on the solution. The pond surfaces,274
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Aerosol Dispersion in an Industrial Environment

where the aerosol generation takes place, are set as no-slip walls, but with a concentration275

of 100% polluted air (with the same dynamical properties as air), and a reflection condi-276

tion for discrete particles that are placed on the surfaces when running the discrete-particle277

model.278

The inlet conditions required special consideration in order to be comparable to the exper-279

imental conditions. The measured wind profile at a point close to the inlet of the simulation280

domain was interpolated by a cubic function up to the maximum measuring height. Above281

this height, the free-stream velocity from the wind-tunnel inlet was used.282

The turbulence properties at the inlet were estimated via measurements of velocity-fluc-283

tuation correlations in the streamwise and vertical directions, taken at the same position as284

the mean flow-field measurements. That is, v′2, w′2 and v′w′ were set as the averages of285

measured experimental values, where v′ is the streamwise component and w′ is the vertical286

component. The remaining subgrid stress components were determined by assuming axi-287

symmetric turbulence, i.e. u′2 = w′2, u′v′ = v′w′ and u′w′ = 0. It should be noted that due288

to lack of experimental data, the present velocity inlet conditions are only approximate. The289

presence of buildings, however, is believed to reduce the effect of the inlet profile, at least290

close to the ground.291

Finally, from comparisons of streamwise velocity fluctuations v′ to the mean free-stream292

streamwise velocity V at the measuring location used for the inlet condition, it was found293

that |v′/V | ≈ 0.1, implying a turbulence intensity of about 10%. This, along with the afore-294

mentioned length scale L , was also specified as a parameter used to generate eddies at the295

inlet through a spectral synthesizer method.296

3.4.2 Statistics297

Prior to the statistical sampling, the flow evolved for 4,000 timesteps (i.e. for 1 min) from298

its initial conditions. Statistics were gathered for more than 14,000 timesteps, representing299

approximately 1,400 uncorrelated samples, or 3.5 min of simulation time. It is important to300

note that only the statistics of the flow and dispersion are considered in this study. There is301

virtually an infinite number of possible realizations of the flow pattern in real life, hence only302

a statistical prediction is meaningful. In that respect, care must be taken to collect statistics303

long enough to obtain converged statistical data, but rapid enough that boundary conditions304

do not change significantly. In the case of a controlled computer simulation and wind-tunnel305

experiment, as is the case in the present study, such conditions can be controlled and thus306

cause no problems.307

For the discrete particle transport, preliminary tests showed that the same timestep could308

be used as for the flow simulations. During an initial phase of five timesteps (0.073 s), about309

275,000 particles were placed at rest on the surfaces of the two aeration ponds. The total310

number of released particles in the simulation was equally divided between two dominating311

particle sizes obtained in recent field measurements (cf. Blatny et al. 2011): 18 and 2µm.312

After the initial phase, all particles were tracked until most (>99%) had left the computational313

domain or were trapped.314

It should be noted that each particle in the simulation does not necessarily correspond to315

one particle in full scale. In fact, a scaling with the measured particle count, preferably at316

several locations, is necessary to provide the real particle counts (e.g. in parts per million317

or some other measure). However, regardless of scaling, once the simulation method has318

been verified, the simulations provide valuable information about the pattern and speed of319

the propagation of particles.320
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In order to compare the computational results with wind-tunnel concentration measure-321

ments it was necessary to use the scalar field approach. The statistical convergence using322

particles is very slow and thus computationally demanding, and the scalar transport approach323

offers a viable alternative. These two approaches are in fact formally equivalent in the limit324

of statistical convergence if particle mass can be neglected (and particle collisions, agglom-325

eration and break-ups ignored). The latter requirement is fulfilled here since St ≪ 1. The326

scalar field approach can, however, not be used to quantify aerosol deposition. The discrete327

particle approach was therefore adopted.328

It should finally be noted that also in the case of species transport, 
t was set equal to329

the flow simulation timestep, again verified by similar methods as in the flow calculations.330

Statistics were gathered for more than 14,000 time steps (about 3.5 min).331

4 Wind-Tunnel Measurements332

A 1:300 scale wind-tunnel model of the terrain and buildings surrounding Borregaard was333

manufactured using high density polyurethane foam. The model, which represents approxi-334

mately 1 km2 in full scale, was assembled in the large atmospheric wind tunnel at the Envi-335

ronmental Flow Research Centre at the University of Surrey, Guildford, UK (cf. e.g. Robins336

et al. 2001). The wind tunnel has a 20 m long test section with a cross-sectional area of337

3.5×1.5 m2, with the first 10 m used for flow conditioning purposes. The tunnel can be oper-338

ated at a free-stream velocity between 0.8 and 2.5 m s−1. A large number of planar roughness339

elements was mounted on the wind-tunnel floor upstream of the model to create a realistic340

incoming boundary layer. The circular model (3.4 m in diameter) was mounted on a rotatable341

disk on the tunnel floor whereby different flow directions could be tested by rotating the342

model.343

In this study we focus on one flow direction and one flow speed (corresponding to Reδ =344

2 × 105). The wind-tunnel model incorporates many details of the terrain, including the345

river Glomma, and the major building structures at Borregaard, but for practical purposes346

the model had to be simplified. For instance forested areas and other vegetation present on347

site or in its immediate vicinity were removed, as well as small buildings. The wind-tunnel348

measurements presented here are limited to isothermal atmospheric conditions.349

The released contaminant consisted of a mixture of air with a trace of propane (C3H8).350

In order to simulate the aerosol generation at the surface of the ponds, each pond was filled351

with a large number of small spherical high-density polyethylene balls (3 mm in diameter)352

in order to create a porous media through which the tracer gas could slowly diffuse into the353

surroundings. The tracer could thus be released from the aeration ponds uniformly over the354

cross-sectional area of each pond and with a very small vertical velocity.355

The choice of using a tracer gas in place of particles is justified in this case since the particle356

inertia can be neglected. The Stokes number St , defined as the ratio between the particle relax-357

ation time (τ = ρpd2
p/(18µ)) and the characteristic time scale (t) for the wind field, is≪1. The358

particle relaxation time scale is computed using the aerosol (H2O) density (ρp = 998 kg m−3
359

at 20◦C), the molecular viscosity of the surrounding air (µair = 1.67 × 10−5 N s m−2 at360

20◦C), and the particle diameter (dp): τ ≈ 9.3 × 106d2
p . The characteristic time scale for the361

wind field can be estimated to be of the order of t ≈ 10−1 s, which, in combination with an362

aerosol diameter dp < 2 × 10−5 m, gives St ≈ 3.7 × 10−2 ≪ 1.363

Laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) was used to measure the fluctuating velocity field364

whereas the concentration measurements were conducted using a fast flame ionisation365
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Aerosol Dispersion in an Industrial Environment

Fig. 2 An overview of the measuring locations. The points labeled pNN represent vertical measuring lines
for the velocity, and the lines labeled cNN represent measuring lines for the concentration field. The global
wind direction is along the y-axis

detector (FFID) at a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. Ground level concentrations, 0.010 m366

above the model surface (corresponding to approximately 3 m above the ground in full scale),367

were measured, as well as vertical variations of the concentration. The data were collected in368

blocks, in total 200 at each measurement position, in order to ensure statistical convergence369

of the data.370

5 Results and Discussion371

Considering the complexity and dimensions of the geometry, the results generally agreed372

well with experimental data, as will be seen shortly. The greatest discrepancies, seen in the373

turbulent fluctuations of the flow, are most likely due to somewhat inaccurate boundary con-374

ditions. The measuring locations used in this study are indicated in Fig. 2. All distances in375

all directions in the following figures are measured from the centre of the surface of pond 1376

in Fig. 2.377

The flow field results are scaled with the inlet free-stream velocity, whereas the contami-378

nant field results are scaled with the mean concentration source strength. However, the source379

characteristics of the simulations and the experiments differ (cf. Sects. 4 and 3.4.1). There-380

fore, an additional scaling is used, in order to scale the experimental concentration field to the381

simulation field. This scaling factor is applied globally and is based on the average ratio of382

experiment to simulation plume maximum values for six spanwise lines (c03, c05 and c07383

and three other similar lines spread uniformly downstream the source). The scaling factor is384

set as 2.8057 × 10−4.385

5.1 Flow Field386

Figure 3a and c shows mean streamwise velocities along the vertical lines situated at p03387

and p16, and p21 and p24, respectively. Note that in the former figure, the two locations388

lie along a streamwise line, and in the latter figure, the locations lie along a spanwise line389
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Fig. 3 Mean streamwise and root-mean-squared vertical velocities, scaled with mean inlet free-stream veloc-
ity. Vertical distance measured from the surface of pond 1, cf. Fig. 2

(cf. Fig. 2). The simulation results fit well with the experimental data, although the speed390

along p24 is somewhat under-predicted. Considering its location in the terrain with very391

few upstream building structures, this discrepancy is likely to be due to errors in the inlet392

conditions.393

The root-mean-squared (r.m.s.) values of vertical velocity are shown in Fig. 3b (locations394

p03 and p16) and 3d (locations p21 and p24). The general trends agree, and there is a395

consistency between the different locations, but the actual values from the simulation are396

generally much lower than those from the wind-tunnel experiment, particularly far from the397

ground (z > 50).398

Interestingly, the r.m.s. levels of vertical velocity show a better agreement closer to the399

ground, i.e. in the more complex geometry, where the inlet conditions have less effect. This400

indicates that the turbulence levels in the simulation are considerably under-predicted due401

to errors in the boundary conditions rather than predicted dynamic evolution per se. This402

affects the solution throughout the domain, but to a much lesser degree at locations where403

turbulence is generated by geometry. For concentration predictions, the r.m.s. velocities at404

about the plume height (around z = 0 in the figures) are most significant. Here, the values405

agree well, at least in areas containing complex structures (such as p16 and p21).406

5.2 Contaminant Field407

For illustrational purposes, a snapshot of the instantaneous concentration plume is shown in408

Fig. 4. Turbulent concentration fluctuations are evident in the figure.409
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Aerosol Dispersion in an Industrial Environment

Fig. 4 A snapshot of the instantaneous concentration plume. Red colour high concentration; yellow colour

low concentration. Created with VoluViz (Gaarder and Helgeland 2002)

Mean concentrations are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5a shows the spanwise measuring lines410

c03, c05 and c07, Fig. 5c shows the vertical measuring lines c09, c11 and c13, and Fig.411

5e shows the vertical measuring lines c15, c16 and c17, cf. Fig. 2. The spanwise lines are412

always located 3 m above the ground. As can be seen, the simulation results agree well with413

the experimental data, especially c05, c07, c11 and c13.414

In Fig. 5a, the plume width is somewhat under-predicted in c03, but not significantly.415

Otherwise, the plume width is correctly computed. The ratios of simulated to measured plume416

width are 0.86 for c03, 0.90 for c05 and 0.93 for c07, measured at a height corresponding to417

half of where the concentration peaks in each case, using linear interpolation of experimental418

data. The decay of the peak concentration fits well, but the location of the peak is somewhat419

misaligned.420

The concentration along c09 is over-predicted close to the ground, cf. Fig. 5c, possi-421

bly due to the plume misalignment discussed above. In contrast, the values higher up are422

somewhat under-predicted, which might be caused by the under-prediction of wrms, cf. Fig.423

3b.424

The mean concentrations in Fig. 5e are consistent with the wind-tunnel measurements, but425

they are slightly under-predicted. Most likely this can be attributed to the slight misalignment426

of the concentration plume.427

Figure 5b, d and f displays rms concentrations along the same vertical lines as the pre-428

vious mean concentration plots. Figure 5b shows the spanwise measuring lines c03, c05429

and c07, Fig. 5d shows the vertical measuring lines c09, c11 and c13, and Fig. 5f shows430

the vertical measuring lines c15, c16 and c17. The predictions are consistent with each431

other, and the effect of the slight plume misalignment is apparent here as well. crms/C seems432

to be under-predicted somewhat throughout the domain compared to the experiments. On433

average, the CFD r.m.s. concentration is 42% of the mean for the listed locations, whereas434

in the experiments the r.m.s. concentration is 52% of the mean (both cases measured where435

the concentration is at its maximum). The difference between numerical and experimental436

r.m.s. to mean ratios is considered relatively minor.437

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the decay of the peak concentration of the plume as it propagates438

through the domain. More specifically, the maximum values along several spanwise lines439

(including c03, c05 and c07) are plotted versus their location in the streamwise direction.440
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Fig. 5 Mean and root-mean-squared concentration values for various measuring lines, cf. Fig. 2. Distances
(both vertical and horizontal) are measured from the surface centre of pond 1, also cf. Fig. 2

Note, (i) that this plot thus corrects for the plume misalignment, by following the plume max-441

imum for both the experimental and computational case, and (ii) that the maximum value of442

C is sought out only in the spanwise direction, not vertically. As mentioned previously, the443

spanwise lines lie 3 m above the ground. The most interesting feature of the results in Fig. 6444

is how well the decay is predicted in the computational model.445

5.2.1 Statistical Analysis446

In this section the overall performance of the simulations will be considered by using sta-447

tistical performance measures to compare the simulated and experimental concentrations of448

the tracer gas, which was represented in the simulations by a passive scalar.449
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Aerosol Dispersion in an Industrial Environment

Fig. 6 Maximum values along
several spanwise lines (including
c03, c05 and c07, cf. Fig. 2)
are plotted versus their location
in the streamwise direction.
Distance is measured from pond
1, cf. Fig. 2. The second, fourth
and sixth locations along the
y-axis correspond to the locations
of the spanwise lines c03, c05
and c07

A large number of statistical performance measures have been proposed and used to450

evaluate dispersion models, see for example Chang and Hanna (2004). In the present case,451

the comparison will be performed using the metrics factor of two (Fa2), mean relative bias452

(MRB), fractional bias (FB), mean relative square error (MRSE), and normalized mean square453

error (NMSE), in line with the recommendations from the SMEDIS project (Carissimo et al.454

2001) and the more recent COST 732 action (Schatzmann et al. 2010; Di Sabatino et al.455

2011).456

In the following discussion it is assumed that one has a set of predictions and observa-457

tions, denoted by C ′
p and C ′

o, respectively. Measurement positions that lie close to the edge458

of the plume can make a disproportionally large impact on the computed values of the sta-459

tistical performance measures. To overcome this, a threshold value is set, and the data are460

processed such that all values that are smaller than the threshold are set to the threshold value.461

Mathematically, one can write462

C = max(C ′, Cthresh), (8)463

where C is the processed value that will be used in the comparison. In the present work the464

threshold Cthresh = 10−4 is employed. This is consistent with the sensitivity of the mean465

concentration measurements in the wind tunnel.466

The results of dispersion models have traditionally been considered adequate if they give467

results within a Fa2 of the reference data, i.e. if one has468

Co/2 ≤ Cp ≤ 2Co. (9)469

The Fa2 performance measure is defined as the fraction of monitor locations where the470

following holds:471

Fa2 =
N |Co/2≤Cp≤2Co

Ntot
. (10)472

For the present simulation Fa2 = 0.757 is obtained, i.e. the predicted results are in the473

factor-of-two band for 76% of the measurement positions.474

The Fa2 metric only gives the fraction of the measurements that lie within the factor-of-475

two band. To obtain more information, other metrics must be considered. The MRB and FB476

are measures of over- or under-prediction defined by477
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M RB =

〈

2(Cp − Co)

Cp + Co

〉

, (11)478

F B =
2

〈

Co − Cp

〉

〈

Co + Cp

〉 , (12)479

where the angular brackets denote an average over the entire dataset. Note the difference in480

sign of the two metrics, such that under-prediction is represented by a negative MRB value481

and a positive FB value and vice versa for over-prediction.482

Related metrics are the MRSE and the NMSE. In additions to systematic errors, these483

metrics also quantify the variance of the difference between the compared datasets and is484

thus a measure of the scatter in the comparison of the predicted and observed values. The485

MRSE and NMSE are defined by486

M RSE = 4

〈

(

Cp − Co

Cp + Co

)2
〉

, (13)487

N M SE =

〈

(

Co − Cp

)2
〉

〈Co〉
〈

Cp

〉 . (14)488

For the present simulation, M RB = −0.284, F B = 0.032 and M RSE = 0.385, N M SE =489

3.018 are obtained. We note in passing that the computed MRB value corresponds to a sys-490

tematic under-prediction of 25%, whereas over- and under-prediction almost cancel out for491

the FB metric.492

When considered together, the MRB/MRSE and FB/NMSE pairs give information both on493

the level of over- and under-prediction and to what extent the predictions are consistent with494

the observations. This can be shown by noting that always,495

M RSE ≥ M RB2, (15)496

N M SE ≥
4F B2

4 − F B2
. (16)497

with equality in the case of systematic over- or under-prediction. If MRB versus MRSE or498

FB versus NMSE is plotted, there will be an ‘ideal’ trend curve given by the lower bounds499

given above. The extent that a model result is consistent with the reference data can then be500

assessed by the distance to the trend curve.501

The SMEDIS project (Carissimo et al. 2001) comprised a large number of cases and502

reference datasets. Of these, in particular, the cases EMUDJ and EMUNJ are of a com-503

parable complexity to the present study. A scaled-down model of an industrial installa-504

tion—located in Amlwch, Wales—and the surrounding countryside was constructed and505

wind-tunnel experiments were performed in the Surrey EnFlo facility during the Eval-506

uation of Model Uncertainty (EMU) project (Cowan and Robbins 1996). The experi-507

mental data were later post-processed and scaled back to real scale by the SMEDIS508

project.509

In Fig. 7 the computed MRB versus MRSE for the present calculation is shown. For com-510

parison we also include results from a recent simulation of the EMUDJ case (Gjesdal et al.511

2008) and average results from simulations performed by the SMEDIS project for the sce-512

nario categories complex terrain and obstacles (Carissimo et al. 2001). Note that the majority513

of terrain scenarios in SMEDIS were not from obstructed geometries. As a consequence, the514

performance measures for these cases may possibly be skewed away from the EMU scenarios.515
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Fig. 7 Statistical performance measures, MRB versus MRSE, for the present simulation compared to an earlier
simulation of the EMUDJ reference cases and SMEDIS results for scenarios characterized by complex terrain
and obstacles, respectively
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Fig. 8 Statistical performance measures, FB versus NMSE, for the present simulation compared to the cor-
responding median and mean quantities from the COST 732 comparison exercise of dispersion in the MUST
obstacle array geometry

It is therefore probable that the performance measures for the EMU cases in SMEDIS lie516

somewhere between the two points.517

Recently, the COST 732 Action (Schatzmann et al. 2010; Di Sabatino et al. 2011) per-518

formed a comparison of 18 different simulations of a dispersion scenario in the MUST519

obstacle array geometry. In Fig. 8 the computed FB and NMSE from the present simulations520

and the median and mean of the corresponding quantities from the COST 732 exercise are521

shown.522
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Fig. 9 Accumulated deposition at the end of the discrete particle simulation. Dark colour heavy particles;
light colour light particles

5.3 Ground Deposition523

Discrete particle transport was simulated primarily in order to predict particle deposition.524

More specifically, it is of interest to see if both the large (18µm) and small (2µm) particles525

are deposited at approximately the same rate, or if only the smaller aerosols are transported526

over longer distances. No experimental reference data are available for particle deposition,527

but in light of the previous results, it is likely that the simulation provides a good indication528

as to how particles emitted from the aeration ponds are deposited in the domain. Note that529

the following results are only tentative, as a more complete analysis requires knowledge of530

second-order effects (evaporation, agglomeration etc.), a much higher number of particles,531

and a longer release time, in order to approach statistical convergence.532

Figure 9 shows the deposition on the ground and building roofs after all (>99%) released533

particles have left the domain or been deposited. Clearly, the deposition is chaotic, indicating534

the presence of turbulence. Within the near-field domain simulated here, there seems to be535

no significant difference in the deposition patterns for large and small particles. The simu-536

lation results show that 23% of the released particles are deposited, of which 58% are large537

particles. Hence, there is no significant differences between the deposition of large and small538

particles within the first few hundred metres downstream of the ponds.539

6 Concluding Remarks540

It has been demonstrated that computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can faithfully predict the541

aerial dispersion of aerosols at low Stokes numbers in complex industrial/urban terrain in542

the case of neutral conditions and flow in the high Reynolds number range. There is gen-543

erally a good correspondence between the simulations and the experimental measurements,544

especially in the near-surface layer (0–50 m from the ground). In particular, the predicted545

decay of both the mean and r.m.s. concentrations are in excellent agreement with wind-tun-546

nel experiments; the mean concentration 200 m downwind the plume is approximately 2% of547

the source strength 3 m from the ground. The r.m.s. concentration levels play an increasingly548

important role downwind as the mean concentration is reduced.549
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The results show that the plume emitted from the ponds remain narrow up to at least550

500 m downwind (100–150 m wide), and that it grows very slowly in the vertical direction551

(40–50 m in height at 400 m downwind the ponds). Also, the maximum predicted/measured552

mean concentration remain very close to the ground (≤3 m), whereas the concentration fluc-553

tuations attain their maxima 10–20 m above the ground. Vertical r.m.s. velocity fluctuations554

peak at around 10–30 m above the ground as well, close to where the r.m.s. concentration555

peaks. Finally, there seemed to be little difference in the deposition rates of large and small556

particles in the near-field. The results of this study also indicates that the rate at which aero-557

sols emitted from the ponds are deposited constitutes a significant effect with respect to the558

expected overall concentration level further downwind.559

In summary, CFD has proven to be a useful tool for analyzing, predicting and under-560

standing aerosol dispersion in the neutral atmospheric boundary layer. The present study561

also demonstrates the large impact of the chosen inflow conditions in areas of the domain562

with little complex geometry (i.e. at high elevations). Further extensions of the methodology563

used herein, e.g. to stratified boundary layers will be investigated in a future study, in which564

stratified inflow will have to be generated in a separate periodic domain with ground heating565

or cooling.566
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